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BRIEF SUMMARY 

Hotel Surya Indah was build in 1982 that means it is stand for about 32 

years long.  For that long exist this hotel does not make good effort if compared to 

other hotel in salatiga.  There are some point that are different such as principle 

and managerial system hold by this hotel. Soenarto Hartadji is the owner of Hotel 

Surya Indah live in Semarang but he rarely come and see the situation of his hotel. 

The management is surrendered to the employee, so the owner does not really 

care with the managerial system used by his employee. 

 Observed the doorman is the first focus of this paper, but after all the 

observation finished, writer found many things which are not equal to theories 

learned. Fron Office must divide into some division like receptionist, customer 

service, doorman, concierge,doorbell,etc; but in this hotel one people could served 

more than what had became their responsibilities, means one person could be 

doormen, and also doorbell, or even receptionist.  

 Writter found problems during the observation time, the complication 

managerial system is the most confusion face by writter at first, but finally writter 

could understand why this hotel take a different step to be run. This observation is 

becoming so important for the writer, when many people learn or followed the 

step of something known best but here writer could learn something different than 

usual.   
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